
IWC Penang ladies had the privilege to attend a talk given by Lynn Leahy, a UK citizen, living since 2 years in Malaysia.  As an 
accredited mediator, specializing in working on performances, Lynn has been motivating and empowering teams around the 
world. She has won 2 awards with Vistage International for her work with CEO's and MD's in the UK- in 2008 and in 2010. She also 
received a badge of Excellence from the Executive Connection in Australia. She's been invited to Singapore,Europe, Australia, 
USA, Asia. She has a wonderful experience to share.  

Lynn Leahy spoke about the Emotional Intelligence (EI) drawing on a range of psychotherapeutic approaches in her work. 
(EI) is " the capacity for recognizing our own feelings and those of others, and for managing emotions in ourselves and in our 
relationships" ( Goleman definition). Unlike IQ ( which peaks before 21), (EI) continues to develop into late middle-age. The 
award-winning speaker used some group exercises and techniques to made us aware of how (EI) plays its role in our lives. She 
showed us its meaning and importance by outlining and explaining the following aspects: self-awareness, self-regulation, social 
skills and empathy. She further elaborated how (EI) could enhance the recruiting process in small or corporate organizations, 
enhance the recruiting process in small or corporate organizations.

It was an exceptional, enriching and revealing evening. All listeners were left hungry for more, happy and surprised to have 
uncovered another aspect of their own Intelligence, as well as to discover how group management can be influenced by the 
different personal EI's of its constituents.  Lynn Leahy is definitively a speaker to recommend to all groups who want to improve 
their efficiency awareness and results.

Aldina van Crombrugge
Club Correspondent, IWC Penang

IWC Penang members attended an Award-winning speaker, 
Lynn Leahy's talk on Emotional Intelligence

(Traders Hotel, Penang, 28/8/2013)



Award-winning Speaker Lynn Leahy during the talk at the Traders Hotel, Penang.



IWC Penang members with speaker Lynn Leahy


